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OCTOPUS

Asking price

Built

Price on application

2003 (refitted 2021), Lurssen, Germany

Length

Beam

Draft

Gross Tonnage

126.2m (413.9ft)

21m (68.9ft)

5.8m (19ft)

9,932

Cruising speed

Maximum speed

Range

Flag

Lying

12.5 knots

19 knots

12,500 nm

Cayman Islands

West Mediterranean

Class

Exterior Designer

Interior Designer

Lloyd's Register 100A1 SSC, Yacht (P), Mono G6, + LMC, UMS,

Espen Oeino

Jonathan Quinn Barnett

DP(CM), Ice Class 1A
Construction

Hull - Steel, Superstructure - Steel, Deck - Teak
Crew

Guests

Cabins

63

26

13 cabins (10 × double, 3 × twin)

Engines

Propulsion

2 × ABB AG E-motors

Twin screw diesel yacht

Notes
Not available for sale to US residents while in US waters

View yacht on website
Watch yacht video
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OCTOPUS
About OCTOPUS

Key features

A renowned world-class cruiser and one of the most well-

Eight decks including a dedicated owner's deck with private
elevator

travelled yachts in the global eet, the 126m (414ft)
OCTOPUS is the pinnacle explorer yacht for those
seeking a proven pla orm to view some of the globe’s
most remote and inaccessible locations.

Full deck for entertainment - including cinema, gym, spa,
observation lounge and basketball court on the deck below

With accommodation for up to 26 guests in 13 cabins, and 63

Glass-bottomed underwater observation lounge

crew across 30 cabins, OCTOPUS has been a trusted, fullcapability vehicle for discovery to those on board and has a range
of accolades to prove it. Since delivery by Lürssen at HDW Kiel in
2003, to exteriors by Espen Oeino and interiors by Jonathan
Quinn Barnett, she has explored the coast of Antarctica,
traversed the Northwest Passage and recovered the ship's bell
from the wreck of the HMS Hood at a depth of 2.8km for the
Royal Navy. Another notable nding includes the discovery of
the wreck of the WWII battleship IJN Musashi o the
Philippines.
O ering a genuine rst-class experience while cruising or at

Bridge deck pool and pizza oven
Storage for seven tenders, two helicopters, two submersibles
and a large SUV
Two helipads
Dive centre and hyperbaric chamber
Diesel-electric propulsion

anchor, OCTOPUS has plenty of space for enjoyment and activity
on board. With a full owner’s deck including a private bar,
jacuzzi, and al fresco dining area, this deck provides the owner
with a sanctuary of privacy and security. While the yacht has two

Tenders

elevators servicing the guest areas, one is dedicated to the
owner’s exclusive use for travel throughout the yacht with
discretion and ease.

1 x 13m Hinckley Talaria 43 tender 1 x 9m Custom

On the bridge deck below, guests have plenty of room for outdoor

Vikal Intl. Limousine tender 1 x 9.4m Zodiac Milpro

entertainment as a pool is located aft along with al fresco dining,

Custom Dive tender 1 x 8.7m Zodiac Milpro Custom

a bar and pizza oven. Just beneath the bridge deck is a deck

Owners tender 1 x 4.7m Zodiac Marine RIB 2 x 5.8m

dedicated to entertainment where guests can enjoy a range of

Zodiac Milpro MK V Inflatable tenders

facilities including a spa, library and bar, cinema, gym, multiple
lounges including a forward-facing observation area and a
basketball court on the deck below.
In addition to seven tenders, two liferafts, and an ROV,
OCTOPUS is capable of housing an SUV and two helicopters in
the garage, and her stern-access dock is home to a Pagoo, a
submarine accommodating eight guests and two crew that can
dive for up to eight hours. A dive centre and hyperbaric chamber
are also on board, along with a beach club with bar.
Autonomous in every respect, the yacht's hybrid propulsion
system gives her a maximum speed of 19kn and a transoceanic
range of approximately 12,500nm at her economical speed of
12.5kn.
Well maintained throughout ownership, OCTOPUS has
undergone an extensive maintenance period every ve years,
with her most recent re t completed in 2019.
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OCTOPUS

Cruising

Owner's deck aft
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OCTOPUS

Owner's deck forward

Bridge deck aft
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OCTOPUS

Bridge deck aft

Bridge deck aft
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OCTOPUS

Helipad

Basketball court and helipad
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OCTOPUS

Helicopter hangar

Dive centre
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OCTOPUS

Beach club

Floodable marina
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OCTOPUS

Tender

Helipad
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OCTOPUS

Stern

Stern
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OCTOPUS

Aerial view
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London

Monaco

New York

Miami

Dubai

+44 20 7766 4300

+377 97 97 81 21

+1 212 223 0410

+1 305 672 0150

+971 4 425 5874

Hong Kong

Beverly Hills

Palma

Athens

Singapore

+852 6496 2094

+1 310 424 5112

+34 971 495 413

+30 210 967 1661

+65 9665 8990

Phuket

Tokyo

Sydney

Mumbai

+66 7623 9739

+81 46 738 8612

+61 499 945 557

+91 98211 67253

Advertising of these vessel(s) in printed publications, on the internet or in any other medium is not permitted without prior written permission from
Burgess. All particulars are given in good faith and are believed correct but they cannot be guaranteed.
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